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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and means of identifying nucleic acid oligomers is 
disclosed. A sample is split into parts and the parts are flowed 
through chromatography columns containing nucleic acid 
oligomer probes bound to a binding medium. Analyte oligo 
mers are transiently hybridized to complementary probe oli 
gomers during chromatography. Detection and analysis of 
oligomer peaks is used to identify the oligomers contained in 
the sample. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR 
DETECTING GENETIC MUTATIONS AND 
SINGLE NUCLEOTDE POLYMORPHSMS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Patent Application Nos. 60/505,730 filed on Sep. 25, 
2003, and 60/509,015 filed on Oct. 6, 2003. This application 
is a division of U.S. application Ser. No. 10/949761, filed on 
Sep. 25, 2004. These applications are hereby incorporated 
herein by reference. 
0002. A compact disk accompanying the U.S. Utility 
application Ser. No. 10/949,761 contains the file AL2004 
11 SequenceListing..txt, which is 1,657 bytes in length, occu 
pies 2048 bytes on disk, and was created on Sep. 23, 2004. 
The information contained within the file is hereby incorpo 
rated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Genetic material, such as DNA and RNA from 
humans and other organisms, is often analyzed for nucleotide 
sequence, genetic-disease-causing mutations, or for single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Analysis often occurs 
after the DNA is isolated from cells and amplified using any 
of a number of amplification methods, such as the polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR), or the ligase chain reaction (LCR), 
among others. After DNA amplification, millions of identical 
copies of each DNA fragment are present in the sample fluid. 
These amplified fragments are then separated and concen 
trated into DNA bands containing fragments of identical 
length using either slab gel electrophoresis (SGE) or capillary 
gel electrophoresis (CGE). 
0004. A number of methods and instrument-based sys 
tems currently detect DNA sequences, genetic mutations, or 
SNPs after completion of DNA amplification and/or CGE or 
SGE. These include a number of DNA hybridization methods 
presently used in research protocols and in commercial assay 
systems. However, these systems have long assay times, 
require expensive reagents, and must be performed by highly 
trained technicians. In addition, some of these systems are not 
very sensitive and specific in detecting the presence of muta 
tions or SNPs, particularly mutations involving stable mis 
matches. 
0005 Finally, some of the methods are limited to low 
multiplex assays. In other words, the methods may only be 
used to analyze one, or at most a few nucleic acid fragments 
at a time. 
0006 An invention that quickly and efficiently determines 
the presence of mutations or SNPs, that minimizes cost, mini 
mizes the use of technician time, and allows multiplex detec 
tion of many mutations at one time would be useful. In addi 
tion, it would also be useful to have a method that quickly 
identified nucleic acid sequences containing stable mis 
matches. Such a method would be of particular use in detect 
ing nucleic acid mutations that result in genetic diseases. 

SUMMARY 

0007 Various embodiments of the invention detect 
nucleic acid oligomers and oligomers containing mutations 
using a simple chromatographic process. Embodiments of the 
invention conduct affinity chromatography under conditions 
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where hybridization and dissociation of oligomers and 
complementary molecules occur at nearly equal rates. 
0008. One embodiment of the invention is used for iden 
tifying specific nucleic acid oligomer sequences. A target 
oligomer sample is analyzed with the aid of a chromato 
graphic binding medium. Probe oligomers are synthesized 
and attached to a chromatographic Solid Support forming the 
chromatographic binding medium. The probe oligomers 
comprise one oligomer complementary to the target wild 
type oligomers of interest, a second oligomer complementary 
to target mutant oligomers of interest, and a third oligomer, 
acting as a control, that is not complementary to either the 
wild-type target oligomer or the mutant target oligomer. 
Chromatography columns are created using the chromato 
graphic binding media. In one embodiment, each column 
contains a unique probe oligomer type. The sample to be 
analyzed is divided into parts, and each part is flowed down 
the chromatography columns using a buffer Solution. The 
concentration of oligomer exiting the columns is monitored 
and the data are recorded. The passage of the target oligomer 
through the columns will be slowed in those columns con 
taining probe oligomers that are complementary to the target 
oligomer, thereby indicating the identity of the target oligo 
mer. Upon completion of the chromatography the columns 
may be flushed with buffer and reused. 
0009 Chromatographic binding is performed under con 
ditions where the rates of hybridization and dissociation of 
target oligomers having a specific target sequence and probe 
oligomers having a sequence complementary to the target 
sequence is about the same. The dynamic hybridization-dis 
Sociation process can be described as transient hybridization. 
Transient hybridization conditions may be attained by con 
ducting the chromatography at about the melting temperature 
of the double stranded complex consisting of the target oli 
gomer and its complementary probe oligomer. 
0010 Under transient hybridization conditions the drift 
rate of a target oligomer that is transiently hybridized by a 
probe oligomer will be slowed compared to the drift rate of an 
oligomer that is not transiently hybridized. For example, a 
target oligomer containing a wild-type sequence would be 
slowed on the column containing wild-type binding oligo 
mers, but the drift rate would not be affected in the columns 
containing the mutant binding oligomers and control binding 
oligomers. Conversely, the drift rate of a target oligomer 
containing a mutant sequence would be slowed on the column 
containing mutant binding oligomers, but would not be 
slowed by the columns containing wild-type binding oligo 
mers and control binding oligomers. 
0011. Upon completion of the analysis the columns are 
flushed to recondition them for further use. Each probe-oli 
gomer-containing column may be used multiple times for the 
analysis of target oligomer samples. 
0012. The embodiments of the invention allow the detec 
tion of DNA or RNA nucleic acid oligomers and oligomers 
containing mutations. Several combinations of DNA and 
RNA nucleic acid target and nucleic acid probe oligomers 
may be used in the embodiments. Target RNA may be 
detected using DNA oligomer probes and conversely, target 
DNA can be detected using RNA oligomer probes. Further, 
target RNA may be detected using RNA oligomer probes and 
target DNA may be detected using DNA probes. Finally, 
synthetic oligomer probes prepared to have special proper 
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ties, such as greater stability or increased resistance to DNAse 
or RNAse enzymes, may be used to detect DNA or RNA 
nucleic acid targets. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing binding 
medium with a solid support element (1) attached to a probe 
oligomers (3) via a linkers (2) having a binding interaction 
with a target oligomer (5) and a weak or non-binding inter 
action with a target oligomer (4). 
0014 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing a chroma 
tography column (A) containing binding medium. A detail of 
a binding medium element is shown in FIG. 2B. 
0015 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the interac 
tion of wild-type target oligomer with binding medium and 
wild-type (A), mutant (B), and control (C) probes. 
0016 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing the interac 
tion of mutant target oligomer with binding medium and 
wild-type (A), mutant (B), and control (C) probes. 
0017 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing the interac 
tion of wild-type target oligomer, capable of forming a stable 
mismatch, with binding medium and wild-type (A), mutant 
(B), and control (C) probes. 
0018 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram depicting a two col 
umn apparatus used in one embodiment of the invention. 
0019 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram depicting a modular 
two column apparatus used in one embodiment of the inven 
tion. 
0020 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram depicting a modular 
three column apparatus used in one embodiment of the inven 
tion. 
0021 FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram depicting a three 
column apparatus used in one embodiment of the invention. 
0022 FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram depicting a modular 
five column apparatus used in one embodiment of the inven 
tion 
0023 FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram depicting a five 
column apparatus used in one embodiment of the invention. 
0024 FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram depicting the peak 
profiles for homozygous and heterozygous targets that 
emerge from chromatography columns of the embodiments 
of the invention. 
0025 FIG. 13 shows the binding behavior of oligomers 
when using a column comprising mutant binding probes. 
0026 FIG. 14 shows the binding behavior of oligomers 
when using a column comprising wild type binding probes. 
0027 FIG. 15 shows the binding behavior of oligomers 
when using a column comprising control binding probes. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0028. In describing embodiments of the present invention, 
specific terminology is employed for the sake of clarity. How 
ever, the invention is not intended to be limited to the specific 
terminology so selected. 
0029. Various embodiments detect nucleic acid oligomers 
and oligomer mutations using a simple chromatographic pro 
CCSS, 

0030 Embodiments of the invention conduct affinity 
chromatography under conditions where hybridization and 
dissociation of oligomers and complements occur at nearly 
equal rates. For nucleic acid oligomers, the present embodi 
ments include conducting the chromatography at or near the 
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melting temperature of the double stranded complex com 
prising the oligomer and its complement. 
0031. Embodiments of the invention use a chromato 
graphic binding medium having a solid Support and binding 
oligomers possessing a subunit sequence complementary to 
at least a portion of an analyte target sequence. The Solid 
Support may be a chromatographic matrix Such as beads, 
microbeads, or fibers that may be loaded into a chromatog 
raphy column. The Solid Support may comprise a monolithic 
chromatographic matrix. The solid Support may be made of 
silica gel, latex, polystyrene, polyvinyl, or other commonly 
used chromatographic medium. The binding oligomers may 
be covalently bound, or non-covalently bound to the solid 
Support. The binding oligomers may be directly bound to the 
solid support or they may be bound to the solid support 
through a linker. 
0032. In general, target oligomers detectable by embodi 
ments of the invention hybridize specifically to probe oligo 
mers having complementary Subunit sequences to form stable 
double-stranded complexes as depicted in FIGS. 1-5, 3A, 4B 
and 5A. Probe oligomers comprise from about 5 to about 30 
nucleotides. The statement that a target oligomer hybridizes 
specifically to a probe oligomer is intended to mean that at 
least a portion of a target oligomer comprising a nucleotide 
sequence complementary to a sequence in a probe oligomer 
binds by Watson-Crick base-pairing to the complementary 
portion of the probe oligomer to form a stable double 
Stranded complex. The binding occurs under hybridization 
conditions that are sufficiently stringent that non-comple 
mentary target oligomers do not hybridize to form stable 
double-stranded complexes or do so with a rate of hybridiza 
tion that is significantly less than the rate of dissociation as 
depicted in FIGS. 1-4, 3B, 3C, 4A, 4C, and 5C. Probe oligo 
mers employed by embodiments of the invention may be 
modified to improve stability, resistance to degradation, bind 
ing affinity and other properties. Such modifications may 
include but are not limited to phosphorothioate modification, 
locked nucleic acid oligomers, and 2'-O-methyl modified oli 
goribonucleotides. The selection of parameters such as the 
lengths of the complementary portions of the different oligo 
mers and of the conditions used in hybridization, e.g., the type 
of oligomer, concentration of oligomer and ionic strength of 
the solvent, so that the target oligomers hybridize specifically 
to their complementary probe oligomer counterparts are well 
known to persons of ordinary skill in the art. 
0033. An embodiment of the invention to identify a single 
mutation is depicted in FIGS. 6 and 7. The embodiment works 
by first extracting a small volume of DNA from a subject. A 
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) specimen derived from mul 
tiplex PCR using one phosphorothioate-modified primer and 
T7 exonuclease digestion is passed through a capillary gel 
electrophoresis (CGE) column that resolves ssDNA by 
length. Peaks exiting the CGE column provide target DNA 
for analysis. Target DNA sample is divided into two parts and 
placed on two columns containing binding medium. The 
binding medium in each column is comprised of different 
probe oligomers. One column contains a wild-type probe 
oligomer, a probe oligomer that is complementary to the 
wild-type target oligomer. A second column contains a 
mutant probe oligomer, a probe oligomer that is complemen 
tary to the mutant target oligomer of interest. The columns are 
used under conditions such that the rates of hybridization and 
dissociation of target oligomer to probe oligomer are about 
the same. The hybridization/dissociation rates can be 
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adjusted by techniques that are well known to those of ordi 
nary skill in the art. The oligomeric probe in the wild-type 
column will hybridize transiently to wild-type target DNA 
oligomers, slowing the movement of the wild-type oligomers 
through the column. The probe in the mutant column will 
hybridize transiently to mutant target DNA oligomers, slow 
ing the movement of the mutant oligomers through the mutant 
column. If target DNA oligomers are homozygous wild-type 
orhomozygous mutant then one peak will exit the columns. If 
the sample is heterozygous for the mutation then two sequen 
tial peaks will exit both the wild type column and the mutant 
column. The positions of target DNA oligomer peaks exiting 
the columns are compared. Peak number and peak position 
upon exiting each type of column will indicate whether the 
target DNA oligomers are homozygous wild-type, homozy 
gous for a mutation, or heterozygous for a mutation as 
depicted in FIG. 12. Flushing the columns upon completion 
of chromatography readies the columns for reuse. 
0034. Another embodiment of the invention to identify a 
single mutation is depicted in FIGS. 8 and 9. The embodiment 
works by first extracting a small volume of DNA from a 
subject. A single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) specimen derived 
from multiplex PCR using one phosphorothioate-modified 
primer and T7 exonuclease digestion is passed through a 
capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) column that resolves 
ssDNA by length. Peaks exiting the CGE column provide 
target DNA for analysis. Target DNA sample is divided into 
three parts and placed on three columns containing binding 
medium. The binding medium in each column is comprised 
of different probe oligomers. One column contains a wild 
type probe oligomer, a probe oligomer that is complementary 
to the wild-type target oligomer. A second column contains a 
mutant probe oligomer, a probe oligomer that is complemen 
tary to the mutant target oligomer of interest. The third col 
umn contains a control probe oligomer, a probe oligomer that 
is designed to avoid complementing either the target wild 
type oligomer or the target mutant oligomer. The columns are 
used under conditions such that the rates of hybridization and 
dissociation of target oligomer to probe oligomer are about 
the same. The hybridization/dissociation rates can be 
adjusted by techniques that are well known to those of ordi 
nary skill in the art. The oligomeric probe in the wild-type 
column will hybridize transiently to wild-type target DNA 
oligomers, slowing the movement of the wild-type oligomers 
through the column. The probe in the mutant column will 
hybridize transiently to mutant target DNA oligomers, slow 
ing the movement of the mutant oligomers through the mutant 
column. The control oligomeric probe in the control column 
is designed to avoid hybridizing either target wild-type or 
target mutant DNA. Iftarget DNA oligomers are homozygous 
wild-type or homozygous mutant one peak will exit the col 
umns. If the sample is heterozygous for the mutation then two 
sequential peaks will exit, both the wild type column and the 
mutant column. The positions of target DNA oligomer peaks 
exiting the columns are compared to the peak exiting the 
control column. Peak number and peak position upon exiting 
each type of column will indicate whether the target DNA 
oligomer is homozygous wild-type, homozygous for a muta 
tion, or heterozygous for a mutation as depicted in FIG. 12. 
Flushing the columns upon completion of chromatography 
readies the columns for reuse. 

0035) Sometimes an oligomer probe's design causes it to 
hybridize to both a wild-type target oligomer and to a mutant 
oligomer in an assay. As depicted in FIG. 5, this special case 
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occurs when a thermodynamically stable mismatch is 
involved, a common problem in hybridization assays. For 
example, a single G-T mismatch may be as stable as a true 
G-C match depending upon the nucleic acid sequence con 
text. When analyzing oligomers using nucleic acid hybridiza 
tion technology, stable mismatches can lead to false negative 
or false positive results. Transient hybridization identifies 
mutations and will display a distinct peak pattern even when 
stable mismatches are involved. A stable mismatch can only 
occur to one probe in an assay, either to wild-type or to mutant 
binding probes, but never to both at the same time, an impor 
tant advantage of the embodiments of the invention. 
0036. As shown in FIGS. 3 and 12 the column containing 
the wild-type binding probe will cause a peak shift in the 
homozygous wild-type target oligomer, but no peak shift will 
be observed in oligomers exiting either the mutant binding 
probe column or the control binding probe column. 
0037. As shown in FIG. 4 and 12 the column containing 
the mutant binding probe will cause a peak shift in the 
homozygous mutant target oligomer, but no peak shift will be 
observed in oligomers exiting either the wild-type binding 
probe column or the control binding probe column. 
0038. As shown in FIG. 12 both the column containing 
wild-type binding probe and the column containing the 
mutant binding probe will bind to a portion of a heterozygous 
sample resulting in two peaks being observed in each column, 
but no peak shift will be observed in oligomers exiting the 
control binding probe column. 
0039. In the special case of a stable mismatch involving 
the wild-type binding probe, as shown in FIGS. 5 and 12 the 
column containing wild-type binding probe will show a 
single shifted peak. The column containing the mutant bind 
ing probe will show a pair of peaks. No peak shift will be 
observed in the control binding probe column. 
0040. In the special case of a stable mismatch involving 
the mutant binding probe the column containing the mutant 
probe will show a single shifted peak and the column con 
taining the wild type probe will show a pair of peaks, similar 
to the previous example. No peak shift will be observed in the 
control binding probe column. 
0041 Another embodiment of the invention identifies 
multiple mutations and is depicted in FIGS. 10 and 11. The 
embodiment works by first extracting a small volume of DNA 
from a subject. A single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) specimen 
derived from multiplex PCR using one phosphorothioate 
modified primer and T7 exonuclease digestion is passed 
through a capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) column that 
resolves ssDNA by length. Peaks exiting the CGE column 
provide target DNA for analysis. Target DNA sample is 
divided into multiple parts and placed on multiple columns 
containing binding medium. The number of columns will be 
determined by the number of mutations to be detected. Typi 
cally one control column is used and then for each mutation to 
be detected a wild-type column and a mutant column are 
used. The binding medium in each column is comprised of a 
different probe oligomer. One column contains a control 
probe oligomer, a probe oligomer that is designed to avoid 
complementing either the wild-type or the mutant target oli 
gomers. The remaining columns are paired. For each muta 
tion to be detected one column contains a wild-type probe 
oligomer, which is complementary to the wild-type target 
oligomer and a second column contains a mutant probe oli 
gomer, which is complementary to the mutant target oligo 
mer. The columns are used under conditions such that the 
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rates of hybridization and dissociation of target oligomer to 
probe oligomer are about the same. The hybridization/disso 
ciation rates can be adjusted by techniques that are well 
known to those of ordinary skill in the art. The oligomeric 
probes in the wild-type columns will hybridize transiently to 
wild-type target DNA oligomers, slowing the movement of 
the wild-type oligomers through the column. The probes in 
the mutant columns will hybridize transiently to mutant target 
DNA oligomers, slowing the movement of the mutant oligo 
mers through the mutant columns. The control oligomeric 
probe in the control column is designed to avoid hybridizing 
to wild-type or mutant target DNA. A given target oligomer 
will typically be detected by a single pair of wild-type/mutant 
columns. If the target DNA oligomers are homozygous wild 
type or homozygous mutant, one peak will exit the columns. 
If the sample is heterozygous for a mutation then two sequen 
tial peaks will exit both the wild type column and the mutant 
column of a particular pair of columns. The target DNA 
oligomer peaks exiting the columns are compared to the peak 
exiting the control column for positioning. Peak number and 
peak position upon exiting each type of column will indicate 
whether the target DNA oligomer is homozygous wild-type, 
homozygous for a mutation, or heterozygous for a mutation. 
Flushing the columns upon completion of chromatography 
readies the columns for reuse. 

0.042 Another embodiment of the invention identifies 
multiple mutations and is depicted in FIGS. 8 and 9. The 
embodiment works by first extracting a small volume of DNA 
from a subject. A single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) specimen 
derived from multiplex PCR using one phosphorothioate 
modified primer and T7 exonuclease digestion is passed 
through a capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) column that 
resolves ssDNA by length. Peaks exiting the CGE column 
provide target DNA for analysis. Target DNA sample is 
divided into three parts and placed on three columns contain 
ing binding medium. The binding medium in each column is 
comprised of different probe oligomers. One column contains 
multiple wild-type probe oligomers, probe oligomers that are 
complementary to wild-type target oligomers. A second col 
umn contains multiple mutant probe oligomers, complemen 
tary to the mutant target oligomers. The wild-type and mutant 
oligomers are paired. For each mutation to be detected a 
wild-type oligomer is bound to the wild-type column and a 
mutant oligomer is bound to the mutant column. The probes 
on both the wild-type and mutant columns are selected so that 
they are not complementary to other probes located on the 
same column. The third column contains a control oligomer 
probe, designed to avoid complementing the target wild-type 
and target mutant oligomer sequences. The columns are used 
under conditions such that the rates of hybridization and 
dissociation of target oligomer to probe oligomer are about 
the same. The hybridization/dissociation rates can be 
adjusted by techniques that are well known in the art. The 
oligomeric probes in the wild-type column will hybridize 
transiently to wild-type target DNA oligomers, slowing the 
movement of the wild-type oligomers through the column. 
The probes in the mutant column will hybridize transiently to 
mutant target DNA oligomers, slowing the movement of the 
mutant oligomers through the mutant column. The control 
oligomeric probe in the control column is designed to avoid 
hybridizing wild-type and mutant target DNA. If target DNA 
oligomers are homozygous wild-type or homozygous 
mutant, one peak will exit the columns. If the sample is 
heterozygous for the mutation then two sequential peaks will 
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exit both the wild type column and the mutant column. The 
target DNA oligomer peaks exiting the columns are com 
pared to the control column for positioning. Peak number and 
peak position upon exiting each type of column will indicate 
whether the target DNA oligomer is homozygous wild-type, 
homozygous for a mutation, or heterozygous for a mutation. 
Flushing the columns upon completion of chromatography 
readies the columns for reuse. 
0043. In the preceding embodiments PCR was used to 
provide nucleic acid samples for analysis. In addition to PCR, 
LCR, nested PCR may be used. Nucleic acids produced by 
other means, such as purification from cells or cellular com 
ponents, such as mitochondria, may also be used. 
0044. In the preceding embodiments slab gel electro 
phoresis and other nucleic acid purification techniques may 
be used in place of capillary gel electrophoresis to provide 
target nucleic acid samples for analysis. 
0045. In some of the preceding embodiments a column 
comprising control probes was employed to provide an exter 
nal standard for use in the analysis of the oligomer peak 
profile data. An internal standard, comprising an unlabeled or 
labeled nucleic acid oligomer may be employed in embodi 
ments of the invention. Such internal standards are placed 
upon chromatography columns of embodiments of the inven 
tion together with the sample to be analyzed. Internal stan 
dards are designed such that their nucleotide sequences are 
not complementary to the probe sequences of the columns on 
which they are placed. 
0046. In the preceding examples the detection of the target 
nucleic acid oligomer peaks exiting the columns may be 
accomplished by several methods well known to those of 
ordinary skill in the art including UV/VIS spectroscopy, 
infrared spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, fluorescence 
detection, chemiluminescence detection, nuclear magnetic 
resonance detection, and radiometric detection is radio iso 
topes. The detection of the target oligomers may be enhanced 
through modification of the oligomers by the covalent or 
non-covalent attachment of fluorescent dyes such as dimeric 
cyanine stains TOTO-1, YOYO-1, and OliGreen (reagent 
available from Molecular Probes), radio isotopes such as 
radioactive hydrogen, radioactive phosphorus, radioactive 
iodine, lanthanides, enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase or 
horseradish peroxidase, and other nucleic acid labeling tech 
niques which are well known to those skilled in the art. 
0047. An embodiment of the invention may be used to 
detect cystic fibrosis. Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a highly morbid, 
autosomal recessive disease caused by one or more mutations 
in the gene encoding for the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator (CFTR) protein. The CFTR gene is 
located on chromosome 7 at position 7g31.2. In the Cauca 
sian population CF is inherited with a frequency of 1:3,300. 
making it the most lethal inherited disease of childhood. A 
single mutation (AF508) accounts for about 70% of all muta 
tions observed in Caucasians with CF, but over 1,000 other 
mutations to the CFTR gene have been reported in all races 
and ethnic groups. Some mutations are observed mainly in 
Caucasians, others are more common in African Americans 
or in Hispanics. About 20 of these mutations are relatively 
common in the world population. 
0048 Genetic screening has demonstrated a large number 
of mutations leading to CF in different races and ethnic 
groups. A single mutation panel chosen for Caucasians and 
Ashkenazi Jews detects from 80-97% of CF carriers but 
detects fewer CF carriers in African Americans and Hispan 
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ics. This is because certain mutations are associated with 
specific groups of people. Common African mutations can 
identify an additional 23% of CF patients. When these sets of 
mutations were used together, the combined CF detection rate 
is similar to that observed in Caucasian CF patients. Other 
mutations specific for ethnic groups have been reported. 
0049 Sensitive and specific detection of gene mutations 
using embodiments of our invention include but are not lim 
ited to common mutations of the CFTR gene: AF508; 3.120+1 
G->A; 3876delA: R553X; G542X: 405+3A->C: A559T; 
G551D; N1303K; W 1282X, as well as less common muta 
tions, such as 3622insT and 3601-20T->C. Preparation and 
optimization of oligomer probes to these mutations as well as 
to the corresponding wild-type sequences may be accom 
plished by techniques that are well known in the art. Such 
oligomer probes may be used to transiently bind to either 
wild-type DNA or mutant DNA as previously described. 
Detection of peaks may be performed using techniques pre 
viously described and by other methods and techniques 
which are well known in the art. 

0050. An embodiment of the invention may be used to 
detect muscular dystrophy. The muscular dystrophies (MD) 
are a group of genetic diseases characterized by progressive 
weakness and degeneration of the skeletal muscles which 
control movement. The three most common types of MD are 
Duchenne, facioscapulohumeral, and myotonic. These three 
types differ in terms of pattern of inheritance, age of onset, 
rate of progression, and distribution of weakness. 
0051. Of these, Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is 
an inherited disorder caused by a mutation in the gene that 
produces dystrophin. The dystrophin gene maps to chromo 
some X (Xp21.2). This mutation is passed down from mother 
to son because the dystrophin gene is located on the X chro 
mosome. Sons will develop DMD because they have only one 
copy of the X chromosome. Females have two X chromo 
Somes. So they may inherit a normal copy of the DMD gene 
from their father. Females with a defective gene for dystro 
phin are carriers and can pass DMD on to their sons. 
0052 Sensitive and specific detection of gene mutations 
using our embodiment include but are not limited to the five 
most common mutations of the dystrophin gene: CTG tri 
nucleotide repeat: DGS654A; 3359 C->T: 738+1 G->T, as 
well as other less common mutations. Preparation and opti 
mization of oligomer probes to these mutations as well as to 
the corresponding wild-type sequences may be accomplished 
by techniques that are well known in the art. Such oligomer 
probes may be used to transiently bind to either wild-type 
DNA or mutant DNA as previously described. Detection of 
peaks may be performed using techniques previously 
described and by other methods and techniques which are 
well known in the art. 

0053 An embodiment of the invention may be used to 
detect BRCA1 linked breast cancer. Breast cancer is an 
important cancer of women. Around 180,000 women and 
Some men are diagnosed with breast cancer each year. 
BRCA1 mutations affect about five percent of these cases. 
These are familial, early-onset cancers. BRCA1 mutations 
are linked to ovarian cancer as well (4% of all female can 
cers). BRCA1 is a tumor Suppressor gene located on the long 
arm of chromosome 17q21. This gene may play a role in 
regulating cell growth. Inheriting a mutant copy of BRCA1 
predisposes a woman to breast or ovarian cancer. Develop 
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ment of cancer in either organ involves a number of additional 
mutations, at least one of which involves the other copy 
(allele) of BRCA1. 
0054 Sensitive and specific detection of gene mutations 
using our embodiment include but are not limited to the 
following mutations of the BRCA1 gene: G1710X; IVS5+ 
3A->G: 2478-2479insG: 1135delA: E1221X; 5382insC: 
185del AG, and; 3600del11 (exon 11). Preparation and opti 
mization of oligomer probes to these mutations as well as to 
the corresponding wild-type sequences may be accomplished 
by techniques that are well known in the art. Such oligomer 
probes may be used to transiently bind to either wild-type 
DNA or mutant DNA as previously described. Detection of 
peaks may be performed using techniques previously 
described and by other methods and techniques which are 
well known in the art. 

0055 An embodiment of the invention may be used to 
detect familial hypercholesterolemia. Familial hypercholes 
terolemia (FH) is caused by mutations in the gene encoding 
apolipoprotein B-100 (apoB), affecting one in 500 individu 
als. A component of cholesterol called apolipoprotein B may 
be strongly linked to several heart disease risk factors and 
may be a better predictor of cardiovascular disease risk than 
low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol. 
0056 People with normal LDL and elevated apoB are 
more likely to have abdominal obesity, high blood insulin 
levels and clotting factors compared to people with high LDL 
and normal apoB levels. All of these factors also contribute to 
the metabolic syndrome. 
0057 Sensitive and specific detection of gene mutations 
using our embodiment include but are not limited to the 
following mutations of the apoB gene: 3500O, and; 3531. 
Preparation and optimization of oligomer probes to these 
mutations as well as to the corresponding wild-type 
sequences may be accomplished by techniques that are well 
known in the art. Such oligomer probes may be used to 
transiently bind to either wild-type DNA or mutant DNA as 
previously described. Detection of peaks may be performed 
using techniques previously described and by other methods 
and techniques which are well known in the art. 
0.058 Another embodiment of the invention may also be 
used to detect familial hypercholesterolemia. Familial hyper 
cholesterolemia (FH) is a hereditary metabolic disorder 
caused by mutations in the low-density lipoprotein receptor 
(LDLR) gene. FH is characterized by high levels of low 
density lipoprotein cholesterol and an extreme risk of prema 
ture cardiovascular disease. Affected people have consis 
tently high levels of low-density lipoprotein, which leads to 
premature atherosclerosis of the coronary arteries. The LDLR 
gene is located at 19p 13.2. Mutations in this gene cause the 
FH phenotype. In patients with heterozygous familial hyper 
cholesterolemia a substantial variation is seen in both the 
severity of the hypercholesterolemia and onset of atheroscle 
rotic disease symptoms. 
0059 Sensitive and specific detection of LDLR gene 
mutations using our embodiment include but are not limited 
to the following mutations of the LDL receptor gene: C6W: 
S265R; A370T: Q363P, D365E: V408M; A410T. A517T: 
G528D: G571E; Q363X and C660X; 2140+5G->A; 2140+ 
9C-->T; 1706-10G->A: -45delT: G 197del; E397X; c. 
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1957G->T: p.V653F, c. 647 G->A; p.C216Y; c. 1-156 C->T 
(in repeat 2 of the promoter region) c. 1060+10C->G; c. 
1171G->A; c. 117 C/T: p.A391T; p.V653F; c. 1150C->T: 
p.Q384X; c. 1158C->G; c. 447 T->C; c. 1171 G/A; c. 1413 
G/A; c. 1545 C/T; 1773 T/C; 1959 C/T; 2231 G/A; p.D386.E. 
Preparation and optimization of oligomer probes to these 
mutations as well as to the corresponding wild-type 
sequences may be accomplished by techniques that are well 
known in the art. Such oligomer probes may be used to 
transiently bind to either wild-type DNA or mutant DNA as 
previously described. Detection of peaks may be performed 
using techniques previously described and by other methods 
and techniques which are well known in the art. 
0060 An embodiment of the invention may be used to 
detect sickle cell anemia. Sickle cell anemia affects millions 
of people worldwide. It is very common among people whose 
ancestors come from Sub-Saharan Africa; Spanish-speaking 
regions (South America, Cuba, Central America); Saudi Ara 
bia; India; and Mediterranean countries. In the United States, 
it affects around 72,000 people, most of whose ancestors 
come from Africa. The disease occurs in about 1 in every 500 
African-American births and 1 in every 1,000 to 1,400 His 
panic-American births. About 2 million Americans, or 1 in 12 
African Americans, carry the sickle cell trait. If each parent 
carries one sicklehemoglobin gene (S) and one normal gene 
(A), each child has a 25% chance of inheriting two defective 
genes and having sickle cell anemia. 
0061. The HBB gene is found at 11p 15.5. Although sev 
eral hundred HBB gene variants are known, sickle cell ane 
mia is most commonly caused by the hemoglobin variant Hb 
S. The A->T mutation at the 17th nucleotide of HBB gene 
open reading frame causes sickle cell anemia (Hb S). In this 
variant, the hydrophobic amino acid valine takes the place of 
hydrophilic glutamic acid at the sixth amino acid position of 
the HBB polypeptide chain. Normal red blood cells are 
Smooth and round like doughnuts. In sickle cell anemia, the 
red blood cells become hard, sticky, and shaped like sickles or 
crescents. When these red cells travel through small blood 
vessels, they often get stuck and block the flow of blood. This 
causes pain, damage, and a low blood count oranemia. While 
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probes to these mutations as well as to the corresponding 
wild-type sequences may be accomplished by techniques that 
are well known in the art. Such oligomer probes may be used 
to transiently bind to either wild-type DNA or mutant DNA as 
previously described. Detection of peaks may be performed 
using techniques previously described and by other methods 
and techniques which are well known in the art. 
0063 As depicted in FIGS. 6-11 an apparatus for perform 
ing embodiments of the invention comprises the following 
elements: Source of target nucleic acids, such as gel electro 
phoresis; optional source of nucleic acid label Such as fluo 
rescent dye or other label; injection port for the optional 
nucleic label and optional internal standard; reservoir of 
buffer; pump or pumps; sample dividing means such as a 
splitting junction or valve or automated Sampler or other 
means of dividing a sample well known to those of ordinary 
skill in the art; chromatography columns containing binding 
medium; oligomer detection apparatus; control unit appara 
tus and Software for receiving, analyzing, and storing infor 
mation coming from the detection apparatus. In addition to 
analyzing data received from the detector, the control unit 
apparatus may also receive data from and control the actions 
of the other elements of the system including the reservoir, 
pumps, valves, sample inlet system, label injection system, 
and dividing means. The chromatography columns may be 
comprise a module which may form a portion of a larger 
apparatus. The module may optionally comprise a dividing 
means for dividing the sample between the columns. 

Experimental Results 
0064. Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) defi 
ciency is the most prevalent enzymopathy in humans. The 
disease affects about 400 million individuals worldwide, 
causing a number of hemopathies, triggered by certain anti 
biotics, foods or pathogens, most often in males. However, 
hemolytic episodes in affected females are underreported. 
The 376 A to G mutation is an important mutation in G6PD 
deficiency. The sequence flanking the mutation is shown 
below (Seq ID 1): 
0065 376A->G (aa 126) 

14041 C cctggggca galacacacac ggact caaag agaggggctg acatctgtct gtgtgtctgt 

141 01 ctgtc.cgtgt CtccCaggcc accc.cagagg agaagct caa gCtggaggac ttctittgcCC 

14161 gcaacticcita ttggctggC Cagtacgatg atgcagcctic ctaccagcgc ct caa.ca.gc.c 

14221 acatgaatgc cct cc acctd gggtcac agg cca accgcct Cttctacct g gCCttgcCCC 

14281 caccgt.cta Caggcc.gtc accalagaac a titcacgagtic ctgcatgagc Cagatgtaag 

143 41 gottgc.cgitt gcc ct coct t c cc.gc.ct gcc aggctggc.cc aggcagtgct cocaccactic 

144 O1 tatgagcgtg tcc.ggggc.cg gggatctggg cagcatc.cat ggtgc.cgggg ccatcCC cag 

normal red blood cells last about 120 days in the bloodstream 
but sickle cells are removed from the bloodstream after only 
about 10 to 20 days. 
0062 Sensitive and specific detection of gene mutations 
using our embodiment include but is not limited to the single 
point mutation of amino acid 6 from glutamic acid to valine of 
the HBS gene. Preparation and optimization of oligomer 

0066. The binding probes shown below were designed to 
have the same melting temperature (Tm) using a TM calcu 
lation package called HyTherm (available from Dr. Santa 
Lucia, Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich.). 
0067. The following probe sequences were prepared by 
standard techniques well known to those of ordinary skill in 
the art: 
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G6PD Probe Sequences 
Wild-type probe: 5’-NH2-GCA TCC ATG TG-3' Tm: 40.2° C. 

Mutant probe: 

Control probe: 

0068 Synthetic G6PD target DNA oligomers with Cy3 
fluorescent dye attached at the 5' end were prepared according 
to procedures that are well known in the art. The sequences 
are listed below: 

Wild-type target 
(Seq ID 5) 

s' CAG CCA CAT CGA TGC CCT CCA CCT G-3 

Mutant target 
(Seq ID 6) 

s' CAG CCA CAT GGG TGC CCT CCA CCT G-3 

0069. The purity of the target oligomers was confirmed via 
gel electrophoresis. 

Preparation of Probe-Coupled Microbeads 

0070 Microbeads with amino groups from a commercial 
source were added to 1.5 ml polypropylene Eppendorf tubes 
and washed 3 times (centrifugation followed by pipeting off 
supernatant) with 10% pyridine in dimethylformamide 
(DMF) to remove fines. The microbeads were stored at 4°C. 
0071. One day prior to use 100 mg of amino-derivatized 
polymeric microbeads were reacted with 1.5 ml of 10 suc 
cinic anhydride in pyridine:DMF (1:9) in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf 
tube. The reaction mixture was rotated at 25 rpm at room 
temperature (25°C.) for one hour on a tube rotator (Glas Col. 
Terre Haute, Ind.) to yield conditioned microbeads. The con 
ditioned polymeric microbeads were washed with 800 ul of 
DMF two times at room temperature, and then transferred to 
a new tube. The conditioned polymeric microbeads were 
washed twice more with DMF and then washed twice with 
800 ul of distilled H2O (centrifugation followed by pipeting 
off Supernatant). 
0072 To 100 mg of conditioned microbeads was added 
800 ul of 20 mM 1-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethycarbo 
diimide Hydrochloride (EDC) in 0.1 M 2-(N-morpholino)- 
ethanesulfonic acid (MES) buffer (pH about 4.5) with mix 
ing, followed immediately by 100 ul of 100 uM 5'-amino 
modified oligonucleotide probe in distilled water. The 
mixture was reacted for 30 minutes to yield low-density, 
probe-coupled, polymeric microbeads. The microbeads were 
washed five times with 1 ml running buffer to give the purified 
microbead binding medium. The microbead binding medium 
was then packed into a chromatography column. 
0073. To 50 mg of conditioned microbeads was added 800 
ul of 20 mM EDC in 0.1MMES buffer (pH about 4.5) with 
mixing, followed immediately by 100 ul of 100LM 5'-amino 
modified oligonucleotide probe in distilled water. The mix 
ture was reacted for 3 hours to yield high-density, probe 
coupled, polymeric microbeads. The microbeads were 
washed five times with 1 ml running buffer to give the purified 

5'-NH2 - GCA CCC ATG T-3 Tim ; 4 O. 1 C. 

5'-NH2 - GTC CAG GTA CC-3 Tim ; 4 O. 6° C. 
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(Seq ID 2) 

(Seq ID 3) 

(Seq ID 4) 

microbead binding medium. The microbead binding medium 
was then packed into a chromatography column. 

Testing of Mutant Probe Binding 

0074 G6PD wild-type target DNA oligomer was loaded 
onto a column containing binding medium comprising 
mutant binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% formamide 
(nonstringent running buffer) was flowed through the col 
umn. The wild-type target DNA oligomer was not recognized 
by the mutant binding probes and quickly passed through the 
column in a tight peak (FIG. 13A). 
0075 G6PD mutant target DNA oligomer was loaded onto 
a column containing binding medium comprising mutant 
binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% formamide (non 
stringent running buffer) was flowed through the column. The 
mutant target DNA oligomer was recognized and transiently 
bound by the mutant binding probes resulting in a peak shift 
(FIG. 13A). 
(0076 G6PD mutant target DNA oligomer and G6PD 
wild-type target DNA oligomer were mixed together and 
loaded onto a column containing binding medium comprising 
mutant binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% formamide 
(nonstringent running buffer) was flowed through the col 
umn. The expected double peak pattern was observed, indi 
cating that the wild-type target DNA oligomer was not bound 
by the mutant binding probes and that the mutant target DNA 
oligomer was bound by the mutant binding probes (FIG. 
13B). 

Testing of Wild-Type Probe Binding 

(0077 G6PD wild-type target DNA oligomer was loaded 
onto a column containing binding medium comprising wild 
type binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% formamide 
(nonstringent running buffer) was flowed through the col 
umn. The wild-type target DNA oligomer was recognized and 
transiently bound by the mutant binding probes resulting in a 
peak shift (FIG. 14A). 
0078 G6PD mutant target DNA oligomer was loaded onto 
a column containing binding medium comprising wild-type 
binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% formamide (non 
stringent running buffer) was flowed through the column. The 
mutant target DNA oligomer was recognized and transiently 
bound by the mutant binding probes resulting in a peak shift 
(FIG. 14A). The binding of the mutant target oligomer to the 
wild-type probe is due to a stable G-T mismatch. 
(0079 G6PD mutant target DNA oligomer and G6PD 
wild-type target DNA oligomer were mixed together and 
loaded onto a column containing binding medium comprising 
wild-type binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% forma 
mide (nonstringent running buffer) was flowed through the 
column. The double peak pattern was not observed due to 
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stable G-T mismatch binding of the mutant target oligomer. 
Instead a single shifted peak was observed (FIG. 14B). 

Testing of Control Probe Binding 
0080 G6PD wild-type target DNA oligomer was loaded 
onto a column containing binding medium comprising con 
trol binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% formamide 
(nonstringent running buffer) was flowed the column. The 
wild-type target DNA oligomer was not recognized and no 
peak shift was observed (FIG. 15). 
0081 G6PD mutant target DNA oligomer was loaded onto 
a column containing binding medium comprising control 
binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% formamide (non 
stringent running buffer) was flowed through the column. The 
wild-type target DNA oligomer was not recognized and no 
peak shift was observed (FIG. 15). 
I0082 G6PD mutant target DNA oligomer and G6PD 
wild-type target DNA oligomer were mixed together and 
loaded onto a column containing binding medium comprising 
control binding probes. Running buffer with 0.5% formamide 
(nonstringent running buffer) was flowed through the col 
umn. Neither the wild-type target DNA oligomer nor the 
mutant target DNA oligomer was recognized and no peak 
shift was observed (FIG. 15). 

Description of Terms Used 
0083. As used herein probes, probe oligomers, oligomer 
probes, DNA probes, RNA probes, nucleic acid probes, and 
probe nucleic acids refer to single stranded nucleic acid oli 
gomers of a specific sequence that allows the probes to bind to 
at least a portion of a target oligomer. 
0084 As used herein the terms target oligomer, target 
oligomers, target nucleic acid sequences, target nucleic acid 
oligomers, target DNA sequences, target RNA sequences 
refer to oligonucleotide sequences present in the analyte. 
Target oligomers bind to at least a portion of probe oligomers. 
0085. As used herein oligomer or oligomers refers to RNA 
or DNA oligonucleotides, RNA or DNA oligonucleotide ana 
logs, or a combination of RNA and/or DNA oligonucleotides 
and RNA and/or DNA oligonucleotide analogs. The RNA or 
DNA oligonucleotide analogs employed for the present 
invention can be oligomers in from one to all nucleotide 
Subunits are replaced with a nucleotide analog to confer 
desired properties such as increased detectability, increased 
hybridization affinity, and resistance to degradation by a 
nuclease. Such oligonucleotide analogs include but are not 
limited to oligomers comprising 2'-O-alkyl ribonucleotides, 
phosphorothioate or methylphosphonate internucleotide 
linkages, locked nucleic acid oligomers, oligomers contain 
ing a 2'-O, 4'-C methylene bridge, peptide nucleic acid Sub 
units, and nucleotides modified by attachment of radioactive 

SEQUENCE LISTING 

<16 Oc NUMBER OF SEO ID NOS: 6 

<210 SEQ ID NO 1 
<211 LENGTH: 42O 
&212> TYPE: DNA 

<213> ORGANISM: human 
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atoms or groups, fluorescent groups, enzymes, chemilumi 
nescent or bioluminescent molecules, groups which interca 
late, cross-link or cleave a nucleic acid, or groups which alter 
the electric charge or hydrophobicity of the oligomers. Meth 
ods for making and using oligonucleotides and oligonucle 
otide analogs such as those listed above are well known to 
those skilled in the art of making and using sequence specific 
hybridizing oligomers. 
I0086. As used herein detection refers to oligomer peak 
detection by ultraviolet, visible, fluorescent, infrared, calori 
metric, bioluminescent, chemiluminescent, nuclear magnetic 
resonance, or radiometric detection. 
I0087. As used herein alkyl refers to C1-C10 branched and 
unbranched hydrocarbon moieties, including hydrocarbon 
ring containing moieties. 
0088. As used herein subunits are the structural units of an 
oligomer, which bind to complementary Subunits during 
hybridization. For example, for DNA and RNA oligonucle 
otides, the subunits are either the nucleotides joined together 
to form the oligomer or the bases attached to the backbone of 
the oligomer. 
I0089. As used herein affinity chromatography is a method 
in which a sample containing target oligomers is allowed to 
move through a column or other container that contains a 
binding medium. Binding oligomers, also called probe oligo 
mers, are present and are bound to Solid Support, forming the 
binding medium. Embodiments of the present invention uti 
lize binding oligomers that are complementary to target oli 
gomers of interest. 
0090. As used herein the terms mutation, mutate, mutated 
refer to nucleic acids and nucleic acid oligomers wherein one 
or more of the nucleotide bases present in the wild-type 
nucleic acid or nucleic acid oligomer have been changed 
through substitution or removal, as well as cases where a 
nucleotide has been added to the wild-type sequence. 
0091. As used herein labeled refers to oligomer that has 
been modified or labeled through the use of fluorescent mol 
ecules, bioluminescent molecules, chemiluminescent mol 
ecules, or radioactive atoms. Labeling may involve either 
covalent attachment or non-covalent attachment of label. 
Labeling is typically used to enhance the detection of the 
oligomer to which a label has been attached. 
0092. As used herein monolithic column refers to chroma 
tography columns made of polymers containing large chan 
nels. The columns comprise aggregates of microglobules 
chemically linked to each other through crosslinks. The size 
of the large channels range from 2-5 um. The backpressure of 
typical monolithic columns is similar to that of columns 
packed with 20-30 um beads. However, the resolution of the 
monolithic columns is greater, equivalent to the resolution of 
high-pressure liquid chromatography columns packed with 5 
um beads. 
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<4 OO SEQUENCE: 1 

CCCtggggca galacacacac 

ctgtc.cgtgt citcc.caggcc 

gcaact cota ttggctggc 

acatgaatgc cct coacctg 

cgaccgt.cta Caggc.cgt.c 

gcttgc.cgitt gcc ctic cctt 

tatgagcgtg tcc.ggggc.cg 

ggact caaag 

accc.cagagg 

Cagtacgatg 

gggtcacagg 

accaagaa.ca 

gggatctggg 

<210 SEQ ID NO 2 
<211 LENGTH: 11 
&212> TYPE: DNA 
<213> ORGANISM: human 

<4 OO SEQUENCE: 2 

gcatcCatgt g 

<210 SEQ ID NO 3 
<211 LENGTH: 10 
&212> TYPE: DNA 
<213> ORGANISM: human 

<4 OO SEQUENCE: 3 

gcacccatgt 

<210 SEQ ID NO 4 
<211 LENGTH: 11 
&212> TYPE: DNA 
<213> ORGANISM: human 

<4 OO SEQUENCE: 4 

gtcCagg tac C 

<210 SEQ ID NO 5 
<211 LENGTH: 25 
&212> TYPE: DNA 
<213> ORGANISM: human 

<4 OO SEQUENCE: 5 

cago cacatc gatgcc ct co acctg 

<210 SEQ ID NO 6 
<211 LENGTH: 25 
&212> TYPE: DNA 
<213> ORGANISM: human 

<4 OO SEQUENCE: 6 

Cagccacatg ggtgcc ct co acctg 

We claim: 

agaggggctg 

agaagct Caa 

atgcago citc 

c caac cqcct 

ttcacgagtic 

aggctggcc.c 

cagcatc cat 
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- Continued 

a catctgtct gtgtgtctgt 6 O 

gctggaggac ttctttgcCC 12 O 

ctaccagcgc ct caa.ca.gc.c 18O 

cittctacct g gcc ttgc.ccc 24 O 

Ctgcatgagc Cagatgtaag 3OO 

aggcagtgct cocaccactic 360 

ggtgc.cgggg C catc.cccag 42O 

11 

10 

11 

25 

25 

1. An apparatus for identifying nucleic acid mutations 
comprising: 

an inlet for accepting a sample of target nucleic acid oli 
gomer comprising at least one target sequence; 
where the target sequence is also known to exist in 

mutated form; 

a dividing means connected to the inlet; 
at least two chromatography columns, comprising an inlet 

end and an outlet end, connected to the dividing means; 
where each inlet end of each column is separately con 

nected to the dividing means; 
where each column comprises binding medium; 
where the binding medium comprises probe nucleic 

acid oligomers bound to a solid Support; 
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where a first column comprises binding medium com 
prising probe oligomers that are complementary to 
the at least one target sequence; 

where a second column comprises binding medium 
comprising probe oligomers that are complementary 
to a mutated form of the at least one target sequence; 

where the rates of hybridization and dissociation of the 
target oligomers and the probe oligomers is about the 
Same, 

a detection apparatus connected to the outlet ends of the 
columns; 

and an analysis apparatus connected to the detection appa 
ratuS. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising at least a 
third column; 

where the third column comprises binding medium com 
prising probe oligomers that are complementary to a 
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sequence differing from the at least one target sequence 
and differing from the mutated form of the at least one 
target Sequence. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the ratio of the rate of 
hybridization to the rate of dissociation is between about 
35:65 and about 65:35. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 where the probe oligomers are 
covalently attached to the binding medium. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1 where the probe oligomers are 
non-covalently attached to the binding medium. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1 where the target oligomers 
comprise DNA. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1 where the target oligomers 
further comprise a label. 
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